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NOTE
This is a preliminary effort to compile a useful bibliography of standard printed works on Colorado Native Americans. We welcome corrections, additions, and comments. Send them to Dr. Noel at tnoel@carbon.cudenver.edu

GENERAL WORKS


Boyer, Warren E. Vanishing Trails of Romance: Legendary and Historical Tales and Events Gleaned along Moccasin-Winged Trails of Aztec and Indian and the Blazed Trails of Explorer and Pioneer Settler in Enchanting Colorado. Denver, Colo.: Great West Publishers, 1923. 94p. explanatory notes. photos. 6" x 8-1/2" paperback.


This was the basis for Cole’s 1990 book Legacy of Stone (see below).


**PREHISTORIC INDIANS**


**Lindenmeier Site**


**Mesa Verde**


Bullene, Emma Frances (Jay). *The Psychic History of the Cliff Dwellers: Their Origin and Destruction.* Denver, Colo.: Reed, 1905. 256p. photos. drawings. 8" x 5-1/2" hardback.


**Other Field Excavations and Site Reports**


**ARAPAHO**


**CHEYENNE**


**SAND CREEK**


Howbert, Irving.  *The Indians of the Pike’s Peak Region* (1914).  See under GENERAL WORKS.

Mendoza, Patrick M.  *Song of Sorrow: Massacre at Sand Creek.* Foreword by U.S. Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell. Denver, Colo.: Willow Wind, 1993. x + 181p. index. bibliography. photos. drawings. 9” x 6” paperback.


**UTES**


Greager, Howard E. *We Shall Fall as the Leaves: A Compilation of Events that Led to the Banishment of the Uncompahgre and Northern Ute Tribes from their Ancestral Colorado Homeland*. Published by Howard E. Greager, 1996. ix + 193p. index. photos. drawings. maps. 8-3/4” x 6” hardback.


Reimer, Donald D. Ute Mountain Pottery Designs. Towaoc, Colo.: Ute Mountain Indian Pottery, Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, 1977. 79p. photos. 175 illustrations. 8-1/2” x 5-1/2” paperback.


